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Fran 1969 to 1979, elementary schools lost approximately 4k.4 million students.

As of 1976 this loss of elementary students began spreading into high schools,
2

and will result. in a loss of more than 3.5 million students by 1990. The

demographic picture is bleak and raises fundamental policy questions for

education decisionmakers. In this paper I briefly highlight the parameters of

the population change and describe the expected and actual impact of declining

enrollments on educational expenditures. The paper concludes with options that

state level policy makers might want to consider in trying to manage decline.

Decline: A Surprise Moose Time Has Came

The loss, of elementary students came as a surprise. As Table 1 illustrates the

Census Bureau izedicted in 1960 elementary and secondary school enrollments for

1980 and 1985 that were so far off the mark as to have one chance in one hundred

3

thousand of occuring. By 1977 predictions for the same years were twenty

4

percent lower than the Census Bureau's 1960 predictions. The changes in

1 Martin M. Frankel and Vb. C. Sonnenburg, "Enrollment", Emiggligag_gLigliailtico

Statistics to 1986-87, National Center of Education Statistics, (Washinqton, D.C.

U.S. Gmernment Printing Cffice, 1978), p. 14

2 Ibid

3 John K. Folger and Charles B. Nam, Education of the American Population

(Washington, D.C: U.S. Government Printing Office, Bureau of the Census,

1967), p. 66

4 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of ation: 1970, Subject Report, Final

Report PC (2) - SA, "School Enrollment', Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
TO Printing Office, 1974 p. 119.
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Table 1

1960 CENSUS BUREAU PROJECTIONS

HIGH

1960 Estimate

LOW

1977 Estimates

ELEMENTARY 1980 46,079,000 37,405,000 29,796,000

1985 52,117,000 42,362,000 29,885,000

HIGH SCHOOL 1980 16,998,000 15,047,000 14,3p,00.0

1985 19,583,000 15,569,000 13,080,000

enrollment were a direct result of a declining birthrate. The last half of the

fifties was the high point for births in the Uhited States, when births
5

paummetted from almost 4.2 million to a low of 3.1 million in 1975.

Some ot the social changes that helped to cause this drop in birthrate were not

widely noted: increasing career aspirations for women, more liberal abortion laws,

the high divorce rate, increased use of contraception, changes in employment

practices, to name a few. The number of women working increased dramatically.
6

Thirty-seven percent of the women sixteen years old and older worked in 1960. By

1977, this figure rose to 46 percent. The postponement of marriage also depressed

the birth rate. At the beginning of the sixties, 28 percent of single womeh ages
8

20 to 24 were unmarried; by 1973 that figure had jumped 10 percent,

5 Harriet Fishlow, "Demography and Changing Enrollments," in Declining llments:

The Challenge of the Coming Decade, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing

Mice, 1978), p. 55.

6 Denis F. Johnston, "The United States Economy in 1985: Population and Labor

Force Predictions," Mbnthly Labor Review (December 1973), Table 2.

7 Ibid

8 Jur,a Sklar and Beth ,Berkov, wriv Mimi= Birth Pate: Evidences of a Canino Rise",

Science (August 29, 1975), p. 693.



On the basis of.such factcrs demographers have predicted:what the hdrth rate is

likely to be until the year 2000. CUrrently the most popular assumption is that

the completed family size of young women now of reproductive age and those who

will bear children in the future will average approximately 2 children. If this

estimate is accurate, the enrollment declines that began at the elementary and

9

secondary level in 1969 will continue until 1982. The trend, however, may be

reversed in the mid eighties if women in the baby boom cohort who have postponed

childbearing until their 30's begin having families. So far scant evidence exists

that this,is happening, since births, which have been increasing one percent a year,

10

on average between 1973 and 1978, seen to be moving up very slowly. If a birth

spurt ever materializes, lemographers predict an eventual 6 percent increase in

the number of elementary school children five years after it begins and a 20 percent
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increase for the five year period thereafter. While there may be some hope of

an eventual turn-around in elementary school enrollments, secondary education will

12

lose students until 1990.

Decline is not Uniform

The national figures provide an agcregate picture but obscure tremendous

13

variability. . While thirty-eightistates have experienced declining enrollments,

9 HEW, Forthcoming Projections of Education Statist.4_cs to 1988/89

10 National Center for Health Statistics, monthly Vital Statistics, Advanced

Report, Final Natality Statistics, 1977.

11 Unpublished figures, NCES.

-12 72161,01---

13 Jack Leppert and Dorothy Routh, WrAna4sis of State School Finance Systems as

Related to Declining Enrollments," in DeClining Enrollments: The Challenae of

the Coming Decade, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office), 1978.



only 8 lost more than 1 percent of their student population a year from 1970-1975

utile 21 lost less than .8 percent over the same time period. Furthermore the

student pdpulaticn in 12 states has been growing. While most of these states have

experienced modest enrollment growth, enrollment in Alaska, Arizona, Florida,

Nevada, and New Hampshire has'risen more than 1 percent a year from 1970-1975.

Just as enrollment decline is not uniform across the states, it is also not uniform

within states. Urban areas apd their first ring sUburbs are among the hardest hit.

Nineteen seventy-one was the peak year for enrollments in the country's major urban

14

areas. At that time urban elementary and secondary enrollments were as high as

5.4 million students. By the 1975-1976 school year, however, enrollments had

dropped to their 1962-1973 level of 4.9 million. CT the 27 largest cities, only

four were growing,as of 1975; Miami, Houston, Memphis, and San Diego. e.

In addition to the drop in the birth rate, the loss in city school enrollments is

due to several trends peculiar to urban areas: the out-Imigration of families,

especially from the middle class; the exodus of business and industry; and the

decrease in in-migration. Such trends have resulted in a disproportionate number of

whites leaving the cities. While the number of whites has decreased 13 p9rcent, the

15

number of blacks has increased 40 percent between 1960 and 1970. By 1970, 15 out

of' 25 major urban,areas had a population that was more than 80 percent minority,

with an additional seven cities ranging from 60 to 79 percent minority.

14 Milton Bins and Alvin H. Townsel, "Changing/beclining
Enroiollments in Large City

School Systems," in Declining Enrollments: The Challenge of the Coming Decade,

15 Ibid
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Itis general changing ethnic composition in the population,is reflected in the

ethnic composition of the schools. Between 1968 and 1974, 12 of the 27 largest

cities averaged a 13 percent increase in their minority populations. The

increase ranged from a low of two percent for a city like the Ddstrict of

Columbia which was already predaMinately black to a high for Atlanta of 23
16

percent, an increase from 62 to 85 percent minority. Thus, as city school

systems are loosing clientele, they are also being required to piovide for an

increasingly educationally disadvantaged student population which, at least

potentially, requires higher expenditures.

Like public school enrollments, private school enrollments are also on the down-

17

swing. Here, tad, the aggregate figures hide same variation. The overall

totals for private school enrollment are down since Catholic school enrollments

comprise almost three-fourths of the private sector. Non-catholic private

school enrollments, however, have.been increasing since 1967.

The Student-Mbney Connection

Mbst state aid allocations are made directly or indirectly on the basis of number

of students. During a period of decline, therefore, the general expectation is

that outlays for education will shrink in proportion to a district's loss of

'pupils. But what data exists suggest that education expenditures are neither

leveling off nor slowing, even taking inflation into account. A survey of four

states conducted by the' Education Commission of the States indicates that

16 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Cffice cf Civil Rights),

17 "Our Schools Taday," VO1

Department of Health, Education,

1979.

. 14, No. 4, p. 7, (Philadelphia:

Departrent of Education) .

and Welfare,

Pennsylvania:



districts with large declining eno11iints spend greater amounts than the state

averages per pupil tor total, insructiona1, operation, maintenance-of-plant,

18

and fixed expenditures. Decli& ng enrollment districts also are marked by

above average property wealth per pupil, tax rates above or equal to statewide

averages, and above average state aid per pupil.

A study supported by The Office of Education suggests that these results are

19

generalizable to the nation as a le. .Expenditures in five district: in each

state with the greatest absolute il decline and five with the greatest relative

decline were examined. Districts th the largest decline in pupils had higher

absolute increases in revenues, s te aid, locally raised reVenues, and tax bases

than did the statewide average for all districts. These results held with per

pupil expenditures for both types of districts.

Thus, declining enrollment districts do not appear a's fiscally depressed as expected.

Several different factors seem to account for this phenomenon. First, by definition,

per pupil expenditures increase as the number of students decrease. Inherent in the

most common expenditure yardstick is an inflation factor. Even if expenditures

remain constant, per pupil expenditures will rise.

Second, school districts spend almost 80 percent of their budgets on personnel. As

the need for new teachers dwindles, faculties become older and more experienced.

Mbst salary schedules reward education and years of teaching. Thus, schools are

18 Allan Odden and Philip E. Vincent, "The Fiscal Impacts of Declining Enrollments:

A Study of Declining Enrollnents in Four States-Michigan, Missouri, South

Dakota, and Washington," h. Declining Enrollments: The Challenge of the Coming

Decade, (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office), 1978.

19 Robert J. Dunkelmayer and John J. Hudden, "Declining Enrollments: A Survey

of the States and Selected School Districts", (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse

Research COrporation), 1977.



supporting an increasingly expensive cohort of teachers. FUrthermore, tenure itself

prohibits districts from making immediate staff cuts to account for enrollment

decline. The large percentage of school district budgets allocated for personnel

also means that savings from declining enrollments accrue slowly. Students do not

disappear in classroan multiples. Decline is usually dispersed across a district.

While a district may be losing students gradually, it cannot excess.teachers Until

this loss is concentrated in the same school, same grade, and same classroom. It

may take several years of declining enrollments before this can happen. According

to one estimate, districts can begin to accrue short term savings only five years

after enrollments begin diropping with major long.term savings available twenty years

20

down the road.

Third, the systems of financing that many states use may be contributing to the

upward spiral in costs. Nineteen out of thirty-seven states which have experienced

enrollment decline, plus ten states which have not, use one of several provisiohs
21

either to discount or forestall the loss of state aid to districts. .These

provisions provide districts with state funds over and above the actual number of

students enrolled, thereby creating a buffer period to cushion the impact of decline.

Consequently districts can phase themselves into a period of declining state support

rather than feel the loss of state money precipitously.

Fourth, the demands on the education system are not abating. For example, in

1976 Congress passed the Education for All Handicapped Students Act mandating.

that schools provide an appropriate education to all students. Students formerly

20 Illinois Task Force on Declining Enrollments, Illinois Office of Education, 1976.

21 Jack Leppert and Dorothy Routh, Op. Cit.



enrolled in state institutions and supported entirelyby state money are now the

responsibility of local school districts. Handicapped students must be evaluated

individually and a "prescription" outlined to advance the selected educational

objectives. The provision of such services obviously costs money that districts

previously had not spent.

22

Federal and state rules and regulations also encumber the system. Many new

statutes require districts to provide services butinclude no support for their

implementation. Each new program carries its own administrative burden. The

existence of a great maw of these programs probably results in a geometric

increase in administrative costs, only some of which are supported by federal

. and state funds.

What Can Policymakers Do?

The declining enrollments phenomenon can be characterized in three ways. First,

while decline did not spring de novo onto the educatiol scene, it did, in the early

1970's, catch many off guard. Second, the national picture of overall decline

hides a great deal of variation within any cne sl-ate or region: growth and decline

are occurring simultaneously. Last, contrary to conventional wisdom, fewer students

do not automatically result in less being spent on education.

These observations suggest that educational planning needs to be improved and

that no simple formula will save the day. They also suggest that educators will

have a lot of explaining to do if they want to make an Argument for budget

increases during this time of retrenchment.

22 Paul Hill, "Do Federal Education Programs interfere with One Another?"

(Santa Mbnica, CA.: Rand Corporation), September 1979.
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State policymakers are pivotal to thernanagement of decline because there is Much

that state departments and state boards can do to help local districts manage

decline. Same of the possible strategies include improving forecasting, providing

technical assistance and special services, altering staffing policies, and

building public relations.

Forecasting. Declining enrollments caught many districts off guard because of

inadequate forecasting capabilities. EVen if district managers keep track of

local births, it is often difficult for thiao gather and use data about people

moving into their community. Localities would be helped tremendously if states

could provide information on enrollment trends. Few states currently have such

a capability,'and even if they do, their projections are often not disaggregated

enough to be of use to local planners. Knowledge of economic conditions,

migration patterns, and complex social or economic indicators can help districts

plan ahead. In order to supply such informatica states need to develop reliable

data collection mechanisms.

Technical Assistance. States can also offer technical assistance and disseminate

information to local agencies--on utat is likely to occur and what can be done

about it. States can increase LEA awareness and help districts build on the

experience of other Mks. SEAs, along with statewide professional organizations,

such as the National School Boards Association, the National Association of State

Boards of Educaqon and other professional associations can help by publishninginfonmad

holding seminars, running training programs, and offering workshops on topics related

23

to the problems associated with decline. Illinois is a state which has been in

the vanguard in this respect. Not only was it among cae of the first to establish

23 Several associations have already published manuals an the problems of decline

and ways of overcoming them. See for ex-Ample: David H. Florio, Deolininp

Enrollments (National School Boards Association), forthcoming; and Robert J. Goettel

and Dana W. Paige, "A Report on Declining Enrollments," in The Imperative of Leader-

ship, vol. 2, no. 1 (National Association of State Boards of Education, July 1976);

Declining Enrollment: What to Do, American Associaticn of School Administrators,

1974.



a commission on declining enrollments, it ,also has a declining enrollment "MCD"

squad which provides technical assistance to local districts.

Planning for decline may call on skills that managers have yetto develop. The

adverse effects of decline are compounded by the unfamiliarity of Americans in

general and the education industry in particualr with it. American experience

up to now has been with growth. During periods of growth, mistakes in management

may go virtually unnoticed. During.decline the margin of error is reduced and

problems are exacerbated because most managers have not been trained to deal with

retrenchment.

he major thrust of the technical assistance, then, ought to be directed toward

improving management practices. Management science and organizational behavior,

long part of educational administration training programs, are disciplines that

can be learned and applied to mitigate the effects of changing conditions. Under

the.conditions that now exist in some communities, management help is not only

welcomed, but requested. As the constraints on resources have tightened, decisions

about the allocation of scarce resources become more important and more susceptible

to public debate. Budgets that previously resulted from standardized,increases

now receive careful scrutiny. Various economic models and operations research

.techniques used in oonjunction with a sensitivity to community priorities may help

managers optimize the use of scarce resources as well as weather the period of

decline.

Special Services. State agencies can directly provide some of the specialized

services that are most likely to be lost when budgets are cut. Using techniques

that have been developed tor relative:ly poor rural districts over the years, the

state, through the state department of education or regional and intermediate

14,



agencies, can serve the handicapped or exceptional child when thi'demand cannot

justify the high cOst of these services in each individual district. The

specialized services--whether basic or "frills"--that are the first to go in a

financial crunch because of their limited appeal or limited clientele can be

retained if the costs are shared across a number of districts. Cften state

regional units, or a consortium of districts are the most expldient way to do this.

Staffing Policies. The states can also contribute to developing more flexible

staffing policies. While parents,.taxpayers, and students are only.indirectly

affected by changing enrollments, teachers and support staff feel the full force of

its aftermath. A taxpayer may pay a few more dollars and students may lose an

elective, but the teacher stands to Dose his or her job. :The mi.nority teacher or

female administrator who, in most cases, has less seniority than her white, male

counterpart, is most likely to be let go. The state can intercede and develop new

policies to protect both teachers and the affirmative action gains of recent years.

Early retirement incentives, teacher job clearinghouses, retraining of teachers

for skills in demand, and'sdbsidies for teachers to go back far advanced education are

all possible strategies states can try out.

Public Relations. While state level decisi Amakers can explore new ways to help

districts manage decline, educatOrs at all levels have a selling job to do as

education competes with other public services for public support. Generally

people expect that as the output of an industry decreases, the industry's total

expenses should decrease. Applying this rule to education, a convincing argument

can be made that education, as it serves fewer people, should gradually be costing

the taxpayer less, especially since no proven relationship between resources and

productivity exists.
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There is, however, an argument to be made for some midpoint alone the expenditure

spectrum, because school system In fact require substantial funding just to be

able to hold their own. An argument can even be made for increasing expenditives,

since the job schools are asked to do seems to be expanding. If administrators

have any hope of increasing revenues they will need to educate the public about the

multitudinous responsibilities the schools continue to incur. Given finite

resources, the futurs of educational policy making will be hard choices as to

which missionc the schools will fullfill and which will have tc. be sacrificed.


